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Who am I? – The Fire Surgery

Ref: www.thefiresurgery.com
References: Worthing Pier – Adur & Worthing Councils, IQL S9 – Rogers Stirk Harbour +
Partners, The Cutty Sark – The Fire Surgery Ltd

Fire safety design and lifts
Common perception – do not use lifts in the event of fire
(passenger lifts)

Improved technology and resilience – lifts becoming more
relied upon for fire safety , primarily in high rise buildings but
also in some low rise buildings.
Evacuation lifts and fire fighting lifts; form part of a package of
measures implemented in a building (fire strategy).
Key standards: BS9999: 2017, BS EN 81-72, BS EN 81-70,
BS8899

Worth remembering: fire safety design guidance, fire service
operational procedures, and technology has significantly
changed over the last 30 to 40 years. Currently undergoing an
intense period of review due to recent events.

Evacuation lifts
BS9999: 2017 Annex G

Source: http://www.veriserv.co.uk/fire/disabled-refuge-installationmaintenance/

Protected and resilient installation; designed to be used for
evacuation of people in the event of an emergency (fire resisting
enclosures, dual power supplies, control logic/ functionality, etc)
Needs to be operated and managed by an authorised person(s),
such as a trained member of staff (accounted for in fire risk
assessment/ emergency plan)
Traditionally a key feature for buildings occupied by vulnerable
groups (e.g. hospitals, care homes).
Key part of emergency plan in conjunction with refuge areas.
Firefighting lifts can be used for evacuation purposes in some cases.

Changing trends?
Ageing population and associated challenges; more people potentially
need assistance to evacuate a building in the event of an emergency.
Where evacuation lifts are not provided, building operators/ managers
need to implement more resource intensive procedures to help those
requiring assistance to escape (e.g. carry-down procedures, specialist
equipment, trained staff present at all relevant times, etc). Note:
reliance should not be placed on the emergency services.

We are designing buildings to be more accessible; we must therefore
ensure a similar level of egress provisions are provided. Lifts can provide
an easier means to assist with this.
Increased client awareness to the above issues; increased consideration
and desire to try and incorporate evacuation lifts into building designs.
More awareness of potential long-term and fire risk assessment issues.
Relevant to both low and high rise buildings, new and existing buildings.
Residential buildings? (no on site management presence)

Source:
https://www.evacuationchairs.com.au/volunteerscarrying-wheelchair-down-stairs/

New buildings
Usually easier to incorporate evacuation lifts into
the design in terms of space planning/ layouts,
and M&E/ infrastructure. Can be integrated from
the start.
Usually easier to design and install as ‘code
compliant’ (to BS9999, etc). The off-the-shelf
evacuation lift package can achieved.
Usually a straightforward design – approvals –
installation process.
High profile example: the Shard, London (bespoke
egress strategy)
Source: https://www.visitlondon.com/things-todo/place/23886030-view-from-the-shard

Existing buildings
Refurbishments/ extensions.
Restrictions (spatial, planning, heritage, etc)
Standards and technology has evolved greatly in recent years; there can be massive
difference between historic and modern standard lift installations

Accommodation of new lifts, and/ or modernising existing lifts present significant
challenges.
Are existing lifts that were installed under older standards appropriate for
modernisation? Are they still practical for upgrade/ use?
Achieving full ‘code compliance’ may not be possible.
Applicability of BS8899?

BS9999: 2017
Full BS9999: 2017 (BS EN 81-20, BS EN 81-70) evacuation lift compliance is the benchmark
standard.
However, BS9999: 2017 also states:

BS9999: 2017
Therefore, subject to a successful risk assessment being completed (BS9999 provides further
guidance), a lift that is not an ‘evacuation lift’ may be used for evacuation purposes. Can
potentially apply to many building types.
Holistic approach; building fire strategy/ building fire risk assessment/ building emergency
plan.

Subtle difference in terminology between ‘evacuation lift’ and ‘lifts that can be used for
evacuation purposes in the event of a fire’.
Currently there seems to be some misalignment between the fire and lift industries on this
point in terms of the commissioning/ installation of lifts that are not evacuation lifts, but have
been proposed to be used for evacuation purposes (e.g. lifts proposed to have a ‘hybrid’ of
provisions and functionality).
More dialogue needed between lift and fire industries on this issue?

Evacuation lifts – different approaches?
BS9999 guidance relies upon staff assistance to ‘drive’ the evacuation lift.
What if trained staff are not present? (which is common in some building
types)
Potential for different approaches to be applied?
Self evacuation using an evacuation lift?
Remote assistance to ‘drive’ the evacuation lift?
Holistic approach critical to integrate such an alternate approach into a
building.
Evacuation lift functionality, control logic, communications, etc need to be
considered

Compatibility between guidance documents? (fire and lift industries)

Alternate approach - example
Proposed new public assembly building, with external viewing platform –
unstaffed.
‘Code compliant’ evacuation lift can be provided but no staff to drive it
Proposal to not ground evacuation lift on fire alarm, provide ‘self
evacuation’ function, remote communication link
Early stakeholder/ approver engagement
Risk assessment considered:
Protected and dual power supplies
Fire loading/ fire risk
Nature of the space and normal lift access/emergency egress scenarios
Link to site management office (24hrs)
Other protection measures present (sprinklers, etc)

Summary
Lifts for evacuation use are becoming increasingly important installations are part of
fire strategies for both new and existing buildings
Modern evacuation lift design standards are reflecting this; lifts expected to be used
in the event of fire are robust and resilient, and can be used with confidence when
needed (and if maintained correctly!).
Existing building infrastructure and ‘code compliance’ does not always have to
prevent a lift being used for evacuation purposes if the correct BS9999 risk assessed
approach is adopted; pragmatic design solutions are achievable for some buildings,
even if a lift cannot be deemed a code-compliant evacuation lift. However could
there be better dialogue between the fire and lift industries to help facilitate this?
There appears to be an increasing need to consider how evacuation lifts can be
applied in buildings where there may not be a permanent on-site staff presence.

